


In today’s

What if the only things that needed 
to be fixed were the 

stairs, lifts and restrooms?

How can our products extend the office landscape to create more
flexible meeting and working scenarios? 

How can we reduce the need for expensive, inflexible static walls? 

ever-changing office
environment,
how can you maximise efficiency,
flexibility and productivity?

Wireless technology is redefining the workplace, giving people the freedom to move
outside the traditional desk-based setting to a variety of different locations within the
office environment. At the same time, companies are under continual pressure to make
more efficient use of their workspaces.

With this in mind, we asked ourselves… 
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With the addition of Volume systems to the range, Orangebox consolidates its
focus on delivering the breadth of choice and function our clients
demand, for today and tomorrow.  

Volume furniture systems extend and complement the Orangebox office
landscape by providing the opportunity to divide open spaces and create
closed or partially closed rooms.

The screens’ variety of sizes and configurations means that for the first time, open plan spaces
can deliver the same level of scope offered by the combination of fixed cellular space and open
plan areas. Not only that, their complete flexibility, simple assembly and moveability means that
you can experiment, alter and fine-tune your office configuration to suit the requirements
of a particular team or project, easily and effectively. 

        architectural screens
make this a reality.
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These spaces fulfil a basic human need
for one-to-one communication.

Increasingly, technology allows 
us to communicate without ever seeing 
each other. 
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Airea provides the perfect answer, 
creating flexible, quiet rooms 

for private meetings or working undisturbed.

work in peace
Contemporary, open-plan working is increasingly popular and encourages better
communication, but it has its challenges. Noise distraction and lack of privacy are a daily
frustration and can reduce efficiency.
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Create enclosed rooms for 
printers, photocopiers, shredders 

and other noisy essentials.

keep noise in
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Cleverly designed breakout areas flex and 
change to serve a variety of purposes, both 

formal and informal.
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future-proof your workspace
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why build walls?

Fixed partitions soon become obsolete, but our curved
and straight screening allow workspaces to flex and
expand to suit your space, your people, your projects. 

And when it’s time for new or 
bigger spaces, our products simply
move with you. 
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be more adaptable
When, where and how will your organisation grow?

Nobody knows the future. Our products build a more agile business,
helping you adapt your environment at little or no cost.

Whether it’s an increase in staff, a change of teams or other demands on
space, our screens can be moved and linked within minutes. Once in
place, flexibility becomes permanent.
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remove the clutter
As workspaces and working patterns change, a coherent, organised
environment makes for comfort and efficiency.

Resources, postage, recycling and vending facilities nest tidily within our screens.
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Move follows you through your
working day 

to contain the clutter.

Volume’s innovative mobile storage solutions create
clever, effective stowage for refreshments, catering,
laptops and presentation equipment. 
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In open-plan workspaces, everything is exposed. 
Mobile screens create distinct workspaces or specific areas for
projects and presentations. 

The external architecture is one of
permanence and control; on the inside, 
complete freedom.

conceal what you want
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take a break
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Create tranquillity – perhaps an oasis point for
short meetings, working alone or simply taking
time out. Research shows that knowledge is passed effectively when

staff are relaxed – maybe meeting for a drink, a quick bite to
eat, or a casual chat.
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Breakout space is effective when there are seven or eight different ways
of working in one office space and people have a choice of how and
where they want to work.
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"Throughout the Workplace, we're seeing a breakdown of boundaries, a weakening of the old hierarchies and a move to openness and simplification ...........Work environments are critical because good work environmentsretain good workers"
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   efficiency, flexibility and productivity?
Throughout this space the Airea System
is shown as both formal and informal
meeting rooms, stationary/post/printing
rooms and as café/kitchen facilities. 

For full Airea and screening configuration
options please refer to the full specification
Almanac available online.
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